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Using our design,
complex

manufacturing and calibration expertise we provide Hi-Rel COTS and bespoke Waveguide solutions to solve
SATCOM & Spaceflight challenges.



The future of in our handsWaveguide is

Flann Microwave Ltd is a market leading designer and manufacturer of
precision RF Waveguide products up to 1.1 THz, providing solutions and

workforce, consisting of highly skilled engineers and professionals,
continually stretch the limits of possibility with waveguide solutions not
available elsewhere on the market.
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Flann has been present in the SATCOM market for decades, offering
instruments such as antennas, antenna feed systems, waveguide switches and
other componentry required by our customers. We’re now establishing
ourselves as a growing key part of the Space industry since being approached
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ( JPL, NASA) back in 2015 to provide critical
waveguide hardware for the Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT)
satellite.



Spaceflight with Flann

As part of the NASA JPL Surface Water and Ocean Topography
(SWOT) satellite mission, a requirement was identified for an ability
to retain calibration in extreme Space environment. In response
Flann designed and built a selection of Spaceflight Fixed
Attenuators, Terminations & K-type Adaptors ready for installation
into a waveguide channel Ka-band radar instrument.
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The huge demand from individuals and businesses for more
high-speed data services, will continue to lead to an explosion in
the number of satellites in LEO. Our precision electro-mechanical
waveguide switch technology is ready to be tailored to
mission-specific specifications with designs spanning 33GHz to
220GHz.
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Features:

- Robust, lightweight and compact construction
- Stable performance at temperature extremes
- Bi-stable latching with non-contacting detent
- with non-contactingPosition tell back sensor
- Superior peak power & multipaction immunity
- Low PIM
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Extensive range of suit any application
whether terrestrial, airborne Inherently robust while
providing superior sidelobe and cross-polar performance where
applicable.
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Flann’s rich history in precision microwave and millimetre-wave design
puts us in a prime position to take advantage of this uplift in frequency.
The knowledge to develop the waveguide technology needed to unlock
the next generation of super-high capacity communications links, comes
from supplying these millimetre-wave products for the last 50 years.

Using design tools which allow analysis of multipaction & corona, in
conjunction with thermal heat transfer in vacuum, and vibration profiles,
our highly skilled engineers can carry out in-depth feasibility studies to
‘qualify by design’ before any manufacture begins. Our purpose-built
factory has been instrumental in successfully supplying a range of
high-quality waveguide solutions for flight hardware.

Our Capabilities
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